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Abstract 
We consider the problem of load balancing in a ring network. We present an analysis of the 
following local algorithm. In each step, each node of the ring examines the number of tokens 
at its clockwise neighbor and sends a token to the neighbor if the neighbour has fewer tokens. 
We show that in a synchronous model, for any initial token distribution b on an n-node ring. 
the algorithm converges to a completely balanced distribution within 40PT(b) + n steps, where 
OPT(b) is the time taken by the optimal centralized algorithm to balance b completely. Our main 
result is an analysis of the algorithm in an asynchronous model in which local computations and 
messages may be arbitrarily delayed, subject to the constraint that each message is eventually 
delivered and each computation is eventually performed. By genemiizing our analysis for the 
synchronous model, we show that for any initial token distribution b, the algorithm converges 
to a completely balanced distribution within 80ZT(b)+2n rounds, where a round is a minimal 
sequence of steps in which every component of the network is scheduled at least once. We 
also show that for every initial token distribution, the message complexity of the algorithm 
is asymptotically optimal among all algorithms that move tokens in the clockwise direction. 
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1. Introduction 
An important problem in a distributed system is to balance the total workload over 
the processors. Such load balancing problems arise in a number of parallel and dis- 
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tributed applications including job scheduling in operating systems (e.g., see [ 121) 
adaptive mesh partitioning (e.g., see [27]), and packet routing (e.g., see [22]). A natural 
approach to the load balancing problem is to have each node periodically poll the 
other nodes to which it is connected, and send some of its load to neighbors with 
lesser load. Indeed, such local balancing algorithms have been studied extensively on 
different models of computation (e.g., see [l, 8, lo]). 
We address the static version of the load balancing problem: we assume that each 
processor has an initial collection of “tokens” (i.e., units of load), and that no tokens are 
created or destroyed while the tokens are being balanced. In each step, each node can 
communicate with each of its neighbors and send (resp., receive) at most one token 
along each of its incident edges. The problem is to design a distributed algorithm 
that converges to a balanced distribution quickly, where a distribution is said to be 
balanced if the difference between the number of tokens at any two nodes is at most 
one. 
In this paper, we study static load balancing on a ring network. The ring network 
has been studied extensively in both theory and practice. Several problems arising in 
distributed computing have been addressed on the ring (see [S, 13, 14, 191 for a variety 
of examples). From a practical perspective, the ring is an essential component of several 
parallel and distributed architectures [ 17,251. 
Our main contribution is a tight analysis of a simple algorithm that is based on the 
local balancing approach. We show that this algorithm, which for the sake of brevity 
we denote by &, converges to a balanced distribution in near-optimal time for every 
initial distribution on both synchronous and asynchronous rings. We are not aware of 
any other load balancing algorithm that has been shown to achieve such universal near- 
optimality with respect to a non-trivial family of networks (e.g., rings). All previous 
optimality results known for load balancing are worst-case results. 
I. I. Our results 
Let R be a ring network with the set [n] = (0, 1,. . . ,n - l} of nodes and the set 
{(i, (i + 1) mod n} of edges. The local balancing algorithm & is defined as follows. In 
each step, for all i in [n], node i sends a token to node (i + 1) mod n if and only if i has 
more tokens than (i + 1) mod n. (See Section 2 for a message-passing implementation 
of JzZ.) We note that JZZ only moves tokens in a single direction around the ring, say 
clockwise. We refer to algorithms that only move tokens in the clockwise direction as 
unidirectional algorithms. 
We first consider a synchronous model in which each step of the computation consists 
of the following three parts: 
1. Delivery of messages. Any message sent in the last part of the previous step is 
delivered. Each node receives at most one such message along each of its incident 
edges. 
2. Local computation. Each node performs a constant number of local operations on 
local data. 
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3. Sending of messages. Each node sends zero or one messages to each adjacent node. 
We show that 
l The number of steps taken by d to balance any distribution b on a synchronous ring 
is at most 4OPT(b) + n, where OPT(b) is the time taken by an optimal centralized 
algorithm to balance b. The proof is given in Section 4. 
We note that the optimal centralized algorithm need not be a unidirectional algorithm; 
that is, OPT(b) is the time taken to balance b by the best algorithm among all al- 
gorithms that send and/or receive at most one token along each edge in each step. 
In fact, if OPT(b) were instead defined as the time taken by an optimal centralized 
unidirectional algorithm to balance b, then the factor of 4 in the stated bound could 
be replaced by 2. 
Our next result concerns an asynchronous model of computation, in which local 
computations may be performed at arbitrary speeds and messages may be delayed 
arbitrarily, subject to the constraint that each message is eventually delivered and each 
computation is eventually performed [ 181. In order to measure time complexity in the 
asynchronous model, we define a round to be a minimal sequence of steps in which 
each component of the ring (i.e., each node or edge) is scheduled at least once. The 
time complexity of an algorithm is then defined as the maximum number of rounds 
taken over all possible schedulings of the components. (See Section 5 for a formal 
description of the asynchronous model.) 
The above notion of time is based on the model proposed in [2] for shared memory 
systems. An analogous model for message-passing systems was studied in [4]. More- 
over, our model is equivalent to that proposed in [20], where the time complexity of an 
algorithm is defined to be the longest amount of elapsed real time from the start to the 
completion of the algorithm, assuming at most a unit time delay between two steps of 
the same network component [2]. (The model proposed in [20] has been subsequently 
used in the study of several distributed computing problems [6,7].) 
We generalize our result for the synchronous model to the asynchronous model at 
the expense of a factor of 2; in particular, we show that 
l The number of rounds taken by J.XI to balance any distribution b on an asynchronous 
ring is at most 80PT(b) + 212. The proof is given in Section 5. 
We remark that if OPT(b) were instead defined as the time taken by an optimal 
centralized unidirectional algorithm for b, then the factor of 8 in the stated bound could 
be replaced by 4. We also show that in both the synchronous and asynchronous models, 
for every initial token distribution, the message complexity of .9e is asymptotically 
optimal among all unidirectional algorithms. 
1.2. Previous and related work 
A number of researchers have studied load balancing problems under different mod- 
els of computation. These models can be classified on the basis of three characteris- 
tics: (i) centralized control (e.g., [21,26]) versus distributed control (e.g., [S, lo]), (ii) 
uniform communication (e.g., [26]) versus fixed-connection network communication 
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(e.g., [l, ll]), and (iii) unbounded edge capacity (e.g., [8, lo]) versus bounded edge 
capacity (e.g., [l, 151) (the capacity of an edge is the maximum number of tokens 
it can transmit per step). In the discussion that follows, we restrict our attention to 
results for models of computation with the same basic characteristics as the model 
considered in the present paper, namely: distributed control, fixed-connection network 
communication, and bounded edge capacity. 
Local algorithms restricted to particular networks have been studied on hypercubes 
[ 10,241, meshes [16,21], and expanders [22,23]. All of these papers analyze the worst- 
case complexity of certain local algorithms. More recently, it has been shown that a 
simple local algorithm is optimal in the worst-case on arbitrary networks [ 151. Appli- 
cation of the preceding result to the special case of the ring implies that if the initial 
imbalance (i.e., the difference between the maximum number of tokens at any node 
and the minimum number of tokens at any node) is d, then the local algorithm bal- 
ances in O(nd) steps. While there exists a distribution with imbalance A for which 
any algorithm takes R(nA) steps to balance, it is not the case that every distribution 
with imbalance A requires R(nA) steps to balance. In fact, it is easy to construct 
distributions with imbalance A that can be balanced in O(A) steps. 
In recent work [3], asynchronous balancing algorithms on several networks including 
the ring have been studied. However, the results of [3] are geared towards establishing 
eventual convergence in the presence of dynamic network changes, while we are in- 
terested in determining the time to convergence for static load balancing. Also related 
is the result of [9], where a worst-case bound on the number of token movements is 
given for a model in which tokens can be transferred between any two nodes. 
Our result for the asynchronous model is similar in spirit to that of [7], in that 
our asynchronous algorithm is not obtained by using a general synchronizer [6] in 
conjunction with an algorithm optimized for a synchronous model. Instead, we show 
that ,& is directly implementable on asynchronous rings, thus avoiding the overhead 
and complexity of a synchronizer while achieving near-optimal bounds. 
1.3. Outline 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a message- 
passing implementation of d. Section 3 introduces notations and definitions for our 
analysis. Sections 4 and 5 present our analysis of .Ce for the synchronous and asyn- 
chronous models, respectively. Section 6 discusses issues related to detecting the ter- 
mination of .&‘. We conclude with some remarks in Section 7. 
2. The unidirectional algorithm ~4 
In this section, we give a message-passing implementation of the unidirectional algo- 
rithm G? introduced in Section 1. Recall that the nodes of the ring are assigned unique 
labels from the set [n]. For convenience, we adopt the following notational convention: 
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any arithmetic expression referring to a node is interpreted modulo n. For example, we 
will often refer to the neighbors of an arbitrary node i as node i - 1 and node i + 1, 
rather than node (i - 1) mod n and node (i + 1) mod n. 
In ~2, each node i repeatedly communicates with node i + 1 and sends a token 
to i + 1 whenever the number of tokens at i exceeds that at i + 1. A straightforward 
implementation of LZZ’ for the synchronous model is as follows. In even steps, each node 
i informs node i - 1 of the number of tokens at i, and in odd steps, each node i sends 
a token to i + 1 if and only if the number of tokens at i exceed the number of tokens 
at i + 1. The preceding implementation does not apply for the asynchronous model, 
however, because the nodes are required to execute in lock-step. In what follows, we 
describe a simple efficient implementation of d that applies for both synchronous as 
well as asynchronous models. 
Each node i maintains three variables related to the number of tokens at i + 1: (i) 
a count x(i) of the number of tokens that i has sent to i + 1 since the start of the 
algorithm, (ii) an estimate y(i) of the number of tokens that i + 1 has sent to i + 2 
since the start of the algorithm, and (iii) the number z(i) of tokens initially at i + 1. 
At the current point in the execution of the algorithm, let w(i) denote the number of 
tokens at i. Thus, w(i) equals we(i) initially. Also, at the current point in the execution 
of the algorithm, the expression z(i) +x(i) - y(i) represents the estimate at node i of 
the number of tokens at node i + 1. 
In ~2, the nodes communicate with their neighbors using three types of messages: 
(i) height, a message that i sends to i - 1 indicating the number of tokens at i, (ii) 
update, a message that i sends to i - 1 indicating that i has sent a new token to i + 1, 
and (iii) token, a message consisting of a token sent by i to i + 1. Using these three 
messages, the algorithm can be implemented as follows. 
l In the initial step, i performs the following operations: (i) set x(i) and y(i) to zero 
and set z(i) to 00, and (ii) send a height message with value w(i) to i - 1. 
l In each subsequent step, i performs the following operation. If w(i) > z(i) +x(i) - 
y(i), then: (i) decrement w(i) by 1, (ii) increment x(i) by 1, (iii) send a token 
message to i + 1, and (iv) send an update message to i - 1. 
l On receipt of a height message, i sets z(i) to the value of the message. On receipt 
of an update message, i increments y(i). On receipt of a token, i increments w(i). 
While a height message and an update message are both intended to inform the 
destination node of the number of tokens at the source node, there may be a sig- 
nificant difference in the sizes of these messages. The size of a height message de- 
pends on the number of tokens at the source node. On the other hand, an update 
message always consists of only a constant number of bits, We optimize the communi- 
cation complexity of & by having each node send a height message only in its initial 
step. 
Algorithm LZ! is analyzed in Sections 4 and 5 under the synchronous and asyn- 
chronous models, respectively. In our analysis, we assume for simplicity that the aver- 
age number of tokens in the initial distribution is an integer. See Section 7 for further 
discussion of this assumption. 
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3. Preliminaries 
Let Z and N denote the integers and nonnegative integers. Let V = Z” denote the 
set of n-tuples of integers. For any t in N and i in [n], let w, be such that wt(i) is 
the number of tokens at node i at the start of step t. (We number the steps from 0.) 
For any b in V, let p(b) = (I/n) Ci,_inl b(i) denote the average number of tokens in 
b. We say that the ring is b&need in step t if wt(i) is [p(b)] or [p(b)1 for all i in 
[n], where b is the initial distribution. (Given our assumption that p(b) is an integer, 
this condition simpli~es to w,(i) = p(b) for all i in [a].) For any subset S of [n], let 
M+(S) denote the total number of tokens in S at the start of step t. 
For any i and j in [n], let d(b,i,j) denote the total “imbalance” associated with the 
set of contiguous nodes obtained when going from node i to node j in the clockwise 
direction (i and j included). Formally, we have: 
d(b,i,j) = C (Hi + k) - p(b)). 
O<kC+r)modn 
(In other words, if i<j, then d(b,i,j) equals CiGk&b(k) - p(b)); otherwise, 
d(b,i,j) equals [cigk+Jb(k) - p(b)) + COGkGi (b(k) - p(b))].) Let t(b) and m(b) 
be two integers such that d(b,&(b),m(b)) is maxij d(b,i, j). Without loss of general- 
ity, we assume for the reminder of this paper that L’(b) the ring. More formally, the 
discrepancy D(b) of b is given by d(b,O,m(b)). In Section 4.3, we show that OPT(b) 
is at least D(b)/2 (Lemma 4.1). 
In the remainder of this paper, we will be concerned with applying the functions 111, 
d, and m with respect to the initial token distribution. Therefore, as a shorthand, we 
let ft, d(i,j), and ~fz, denote ~~(~~*), d(~~,~,j), and m(~~s), respectively. 
4. Analysis for sync~onous rings 
In this section, we analyze &’ under the synchronous model of computation. Sec- 
tion 4.1 gives an informal overview of our analyis. Section 4.2 introduces the notion 
of a “partial” algorithm. Section 4.3 develops the formal machinery needed to establish 
our main synchronous upper bound, which is stated in Section 4.4. 
4. I. Informal overview 
Three key ideas underly our analysis of J&’ for synchronous rings. We now briefly 
discuss these ideas in order give the reader some intuition for the formal arguments 
that follow. This subsection may be skipped without loss of continuity. 
The first key idea is to prove that for any token distribution b, there exists a pair of 
adjacent nodes i and i + 1 in the ring such that i never sends a token to i f I. This 
effectively reduces the problem of analyzing ._& on a ring to the somewhat simpler 
problem of analyzing .c4 on a linear array (obtained by “breaking” the ring between 
nodes i and i + 1). 
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The second key idea is the use of the “prefix sum vector” (formally defined in 
Section 4.3) to characterize the state of imbalance of the linear array alluded to above. 
We are able to show that if some token distribution b has a prefix sum vector that 
is component-wise at most as large as the prefix sum vector of some other token 
distribution c, then & balances b at least as quickly as c. 
The third key idea is to show that for any given discrepancy D, there a “worst- 
case” token distribution that simultaneously achieves the highest possible value in each 
component of the prefix sum vector. Using the claim of the preceding paragraph, it 
follows that we can upper-bound the performance of ~2 on any token distribution 
with discrepancy D by upper-bounding the performance of d on the worst-case token 
distribution with discrepancy D. Because this worst-case token distribution happens to 
have a very simple structure, the latter task turns out to be straightforward. 
4.2. Partial algorithms 
In the synchronous model, each node executes in a lock-step manner, and each 
message is transmitted in a single step. By the definitions of x(i), y(i), and z(i), we 
obtain that the value of z(i) +x(i) - y(i) at the start of step t equals wt(i + 1) for any 
t > 0. Therefore, each step of node i can be expressed as follows: if w,(i) > w,(i + 1 ), 
then send a token to i + 1. For our analysis, it is helpful to consider a generalization 
of d given by Definition 4.2 below. 
Definition 4.1. We say that a step t of an algorithm is an S-step, where S is a subset 
of [n], if each node not in S is idle in step t and each node i in S performs the 
following operation: if wt(i) > w,(i + l), then i sends a token to i + 1. 
Definition 4.2. A partial algorithm B is one in which each step is an S-step for some 
subset S of [n]. For any t in N, we let 3?(t) denote the set S such that step t of B is 
an S-step. 
It follows from Definitions 4.1 and 4.2 that d is a partial algorithm in which each 
step after step 0 is an [n]-step. We bound the running time of d by providing a 
general analysis in Section 4.3 that applies to all partial algorithms. 
4.3. Analysis qf partial algorithms 
While the number of tokens present at each node of the ring after any number of 
steps of & (or any other partial algorithm) is easy to calculate, the particular token 
distribution obtained does not directly provide a simple measure of progress of the 
algorithm. A simple approach to measure the progress of a load balancing algorithm 
is the following: (i) assign to each node a potential that grows with the imbalance at 
the node, and (ii) determine the rate at which the sum of the potentials of the nodes 
decreases with time. While this approach simplifies the worst-case analysis for general 
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networks (see [ 151) it appears to be inadequate for our purposes since information 
about the particular distribution of imbalance is lost. 
By exploiting the simple structure of ring networks, we are able to capture the 
precise distribution of the imbalance of the network in a measure we refer to as the 
prejix sum vector. For each t in N, let pt be defined as follows: 
(1) 
for all i in [n]. (In other words, pt is the n-tuple of the prefix sums of the difference 
between the number of tokens at each node at the start of step t and the average.) 
Given an initial token distribution wo = b, let T(b) denote CiElnl PO(i). 
The following lemma gives a lower bound on the time complexity of any balancing 
algorithm and the number of token transmissions of any unidirectional balancing algo- 
rithm in terms of D(b) and T(b), respectively, where b is the initial token distribution. 
Recall that D(b), which is formally defined in Section 3, is the discrepancy of b. 
Lemma 4.1. Any algorithm takes at least D(b)/2 steps to balance 6. Any unidirec- 
tional algorithm incurs at least T(b) token transmissions to balance b. 
Proof. Consider the set S = {i : O<idm(b)} of nodes. By definition, WC,(S) is D(b)+ 
u]SI. (Recall that e(b) is 0.) If the ring is balanced in t steps, then for each node i 
in S, wl(i) is p. Therefore, wt(S) is at most &I, and hence, at least D(b) tokens are 
sent out of S in t steps. Since at most two tokens can be sent out of S per step, t is 
at least D(b)/2. 
For each i in [n], the number of token transmissions across edge (i, i + 1) required 
by any unidirectional algorithm is at least PO(i) since PO(i) is the excess number of 
tokens in the interval [0, i]. Therefore, the total number of token transmissions needed 
by any unidirectional algorithm to balance b is at least T(b). 0 
The remainder of this section is devoted to deriving an upper bound on the time taken 
by any partial algorithm to balance a given distribution b. We begin by determining 
the effect of a step of a partial algorithm on the prefix sum vector. For this purpose, it 
is useful to define a partial order 3 on V as follows: b 3 c if and only if b(i) <c(i) 
for all i in [n]. For convenience, we use 0 to denote the “all-zeros” n-tuple (0,. . . ,O). 
Lemma 4.2 expresses a partial algorithm as a recurrence relation among the prefix sum 
vectors. 
Lemma 4.2. For any partial algorithm 93, we have: ty i is in B(t) and 2p,(i) > 
pt(i - 1)n + pr(i+ l), then pr+l(i) = pt(i) - 1; otherwise, pt+l(i) = pt(i). 
The proof of Lemma 4.2 follows from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5 below. In Lemma 4.3, 
we show that 0 3 pt is the only precondition for Lemma 4.2. Lemma 4.5 establishes 
this precondition by induction on t. 
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Lemma 4.3. For any partiaf algorithm 39, tf 0 5 p,, then: tf” i is in B(t) and 
2p,(i) > pt(i - 1)n + pt(i+ l), then pt+l(i) = pi(i) - 1; otherwise, pr+l(i) = I,+(i). 
Proof. Since 0 2 pt, ~~(0) is nonnegative, and hence w,(O) is at least p. More- 
over, by definition, pl(n - 1) is 0. Since pt(?z - 2) is nonnegative, w[(n - 1) is 
at most p. Therefore, no token is sent from node iz - 1 to node 0. It follows that 
for each i in [n], if node i sends a token to node i + 1, then pt+r (i) is p,(i) - 1; 
otherwise, pt.+!(i) is p,(i). Node i sends a token to i + 1 if and only if i is in 
B(t) and p,(i) - pi(i - 1) is greater than pt(i + 1) - pt(i). The desired claim follows. 
Lemma 4.4 forms the induction base for Lemma 4.5. 
Lemma 4.4. For any token distribution, we have 0 5 PO. 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Let i be the smallest nonnegative integer such 
that PO(i) is negative. From the definition of i, it follows that d(i + 1, m) equals 
A(O,m) - d(O,i). Since d(O,i) = PO(i) < 0, we obtain that d(i + 1,m) is greater than 
d(O,m), contradicting the definition of na. Cl 
Lemma 4.5. For any partiaE al~orithn~ 93 and all t in N, we have 0 3 pt. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. The base case follows from Lemma 4.4. The 
induction hypothesis is that 0 3 pt. For the induction step, we consider step t and argue 
that 0 j pt+l. By Lemma 4.3, we have: if 2pt(i) > pr(i- l)+p,(i + l), then pt+l(i) is 
pt(i) - 1; otherwise, pt+l(i) is pt(i). In either case, since pt(i) is nonnegative (by the 
induction hypothesis) and is an integer for all i, we obtain that pt+l(i) is nonnegative 
for all i, thus completing the induction step. Cl 
Lemma 4.6 shows that each step of a partial algori~m, when viewed as a unction 
on the prefix sum vector, is monotonic with respect o 5. 
Lemma 4.6. Let S be an arbitrary subset of [n]. Let p and q denote the prefix 
sum vectors associated with token distributions b and c, respectively, Let p’ and q’ 
denote the prefix sum vectors associated with the token distributions obtained after 
performing an S-step on distributions b and c, respectively. If p 5 q then p’ 3 qt. 
Proof. Consider any i in [n]. If p( ‘) E is less than q(i), then p’(i) <q(i) - 1 <q’(i). 
Otherwise, we have p(i) = q(i). By Lemma 4.2, if q’(i) is q(i) - 1, then 2q(i) > 
q(i - 1) + q(i + 1). It then follows from the hypothesis of the lemma that 2p(i) > 
p(i - 1) + p(i + 1 ), which together with Lemma 4.2 implies that p’(i) is p(i) - 1. 
Thus, the desired claim holds. El 
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Corollary 4.6.1. Consider a partial algorithm g. Let po and qo denote the prejx 
sum vectors at the start of step 0 when the initial token distributions are b and c, 
respectively. If po 3 qo, then the number of steps taken by 99 to balance b is at most 
that taken to balance c. 
Given a nonnegative integer h, consider the set U(h) of token distributions with 
discrepancy h. Let P(h) denote the set of prefix sum vectors associated with the distri- 
butions in U(h). Using a straightforward argument, we prove in Lemma 4.7 below that 
f(h) = (2h, h,. . . , h, 0) is the distribution whose prefix sum vector g(h) = (h, h, . . . , h, 0) 
is the unique least upper bound (with respect to 3) of P(h). 
Lemma 4.7. For any initial token distribution b, we have po 5 g(D(b)). 
Proof. By the definition of D and PO, for each i in [n], PO(~) is at most D(b). More- 
over, since p is an integer, po(n - 1) is zero. It thus follows from the definition of g 
that PO 3 g(Wb)). 0 
It follows from Corollary 4.6.1 and Lemma 4.7 that the number of steps taken by a 
partial algorithm 93 to balance any distribution in U(h) is at most the number of steps 
taken by g to balance ,f(h). We derive an upper bound on the time taken by a given 
partial algorithm 9 to balance f(h) by relating %9 to a different partial algorithm %?. 
Given partial algorithms 93 and %?, we say that .93 covers (resp., is covered by) W if 
ii?(t) is a superset of (resp., subset of) W(t) for all t. In the following we prove that 
if 3? covers %Y, then g balances any distribution at least as quickly as %? does. 
Lemma 4.8. Let 49 and %? be two partiul algorithms uch that @ covers %?. Given an 
initial token distribution, let pt and qt denote the prefix sum vectors at the start of 
step t of A? and %?, respectively. Then, for each step t, p, 5 ql. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. The induction base is trivial since po = qo. For 
the induction hypothesis, we assume that pt 3 q,. Consider step t of 99 and %?. Let 9? 
be a partial algorithm that is identical to %’ except that 9(t) = B(t). Let r represent 
the prefix sum vector obtained after step t of 9. Since 9(t) > ‘Z(t), it follows from 
Lemma 4.2 that r 3 qr+I . By Lemma 4.6 and the induction hypothesis, it follows that 
pr+i 3 r. By the transitivity of 3, it follows that pr+l 3 q,+l. q 
Corollary 4.8.1. Let W and W be two partial algorithm such that 93 covers W. For 
any initial token distribution b, the number of rounds taken by 33 to balance b is at 
most that taken by %?. 
We are now ready to place an upper bound on the time taken by any partial algo- 
rithm to balance f(h). Let g be a partial algorithm. For i in N, let rj be defined as 
follows: ra is -1 and for all i > 0, ri is the smallest integer greater than rj_, such 
that u r,_, < j<,JB(j) = [n]. We define the ith round of 38 to be the sequence of steps 
in the interval [Yi + l,ri+i]. 
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Lemma 4.9. For any nonnegative integer h, the number of rounds taken by any 
partial algorithm 3 to balance f(h) is at most 2h + n - 1. 
Proof. For any i, let the ith round of B consist of the steps [Y, + l,ri+i]. In order to 
establish the desired claim, we construct a partial algorithm ?Z that is covered by 3. 
Since the rounds of % may differ from those of 3?, to avoid ambiguity, we refer to 
[q + l,q+l] as interval i. 
Given interval i and a node j, let yij be the smallest integer such that j is in +?#(yi,,). 
We now define % as follows. For each interval i, and each step t in interval i, node 
,j is in W(t) if and only if: (i) t is y;j and (ii) j has the same parity as i. In other 
words, for algorithm V, a node j participates in an interval i only if i and j have the 
same parity. Moreover, if j has the same parity as i, then node j participates for % 
only in the first step t of interval i in which j participates for &?. It follows directly 
from the definition that @? is a partial algorithm and that g covers V?. We now show 
that %? balances f(h) before the start of interval 2h + n - 1. 
We mark the h excess tokens on node 0 with the labels 0 through h - 1 from the 
top. We show that during the execution of %Z the following property holds: at the start 
of interval i, if k d min{ [i/21, h}, token k is at node min{i - 2k,n - l}; otherwise, 
token k is at node 0. The proof is by induction on i62h + n. The induction base is 
trivial. For the induction hypothesis, we assume that the above statement holds at the 
start of interval i. 
Consider interval i. By the definition of %‘, if i -j is even in interval i, then node j 
sends token (i - j)/2 to j + 1; otherwise, node j does not send any token. Thus, each 
node j sends at most one token to (j + 1) mod n in any interval. Furthermore, by the 
induction hypothesis, if i - j is even then node j has token (i - j)/2 while node j + 1 
has no marked token, thus completing the induction step. 
By the aforementioned property, %Y balances f(h) before the start of interval 2h f 
n - 1. The lemma then follows by Corollary 43.1. 0 
The upper bound on the time complexity of a partial algorithm now follows from 
Corollary 4.6.1, Lemma 4.7, and Lemma 4.9. 
Lemma 4.10. Given any initial token distribution b, the number of rounds taken by 
any partial algorithm to balance b is at most 2D(b) + n - 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.7, pa 3 g(D(b)). Therefore, by Corollary 4.6.1, the number of 
rounds taken to balance b is at most that taken to balance f(D(b)). By Lemma 4.9, 
the number of rounds taken to balance f (D(b)) is at most 2D(b) + n - 1. The desired 
claim follows. 0 
We now place a bound on the number of token transmissions before balancing a 
distribution b. Whenever a node i sends a token in step t, we have pt+l (i) = p,(i) - 1. 
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Therefore, the total number of token transmissions by any partial algorithm is exactly 
T(b), which, by Lemma 4.1, is optimal with respect to all unidirectional algorithms. 
Lemma 4.11. Given an initial token distribution b, the number of token transmissions 
by any partial algorithm is T(b). 
4.4. Complexity of ~4 
Every step of & after step 0 is an [n]-step. It thus follows from Lemma 4.10 that 
the number of steps taken to balance any distribution b with an integral average is at 
most 2D(b) + n. 
We now consider the message complexity of d. In step 0, n height messages are 
transmitted. The number of update messages transmitted is at most the total number 
of token transmissions since an update message is sent by a node i in step t only if i 
sends a token in step t. By Lemma 4.11, the number of token transmissions is at most 
T(b). Hence, the number of update messages is at most T(b). 
Theorem 1. Consider the synchronous model of a ring network with n processors. If 
the initial token distribution is 6, then the number of steps taken by JY to balance 
b is at most 2D(b) + n. The number of height messages, update messages, and token 
messages transmitted by SZ! are n, T(b), and T(b), respectively. 
5. Analysis for asynchronous rings 
In this section, we analyze & under an asynchronous model of computation. We 
consider the ring network as consisting of 3n different components: n nodes given by 
the set [n] and 2n directed edges given by the set {(i, i + I), (i, i - 1)). As defined in 
Section 2, each step of a node consists of sending a constant number of messages to 
its neighbors together with performing a small number of local operations. Each edge 
(i,j) is a directed channel that transmits messages from i to j in FIFO order. At any 
instant, there may be several messages in transit from i to j on edge (i,j). Each step 
of edge (i,j) consists of delivering the first message (if any) in FIFO order among the 
messages currently in transit from i to j. 
We model asynchrony by means of an adversary 3 that schedules the components 
of the network over a sequence of steps. In step t, each component in a set X(t) 
of components chosen by the adversary executes its next step simultaneously. Given 
adversaries !Zi and 32, we say that X1 is weaker (resp., stronger) than .%z if for all 
t, Xl(t) is a superset (resp., subset) of %2(t). The notions of an adversary and that of 
weakness generalize the notions of a partial algorithm and that of covering defined in 
Section 4. Indeed, we establish our results for the asynchronous model by generalizing 
some of the claims of Section 4. 
As mentioned above, when an edge is scheduled, the first message (if any) in FIFO 
order is delivered to the destination node. In the definition of .d, there are some 
operations that are performed at the node on receipt of a message. (An example of 
such an operation is changing the value of y(i) at node i on receipt of an update 
message.) Such operations can be executed either during the scheduling of the edge 
delivering the particular message, or at the next scheduling of the destination node, as 
determined by the adversary. 
Given an adversary, we define a round to consist of a minimal sequence of steps 
in which each component of the network is scheduled at least once by the adversary. 
The sequence of steps is partitioned into a sequence of non-overlapping rounds. The 
time complexity of an algorithm is defined to be maximum, over ali adversaries, of the 
number of rounds taken to balance the ring. The message complexity of an algorithm 
is the maximum, over all adversaries, of the number of messages t~nsmitted by the 
algorithm. 
We now begin the analysis of & under the asynchronous model defined above. For 
any t 20 and any i in [n], let z+(i) denote the number of tokens in transit along edge 
(i, i + 1) at the start of step t. In analogy to Equation 1, we define two notions of 
prefix sums. For each t in N, we define pt and q, as follows: 
4ttd = PAi) - di) 
for all i in [n]. We refer to pr and qr as the upper prejix sum vector and the lower 
prefix sum vector, respectively. Let Qi) denote the last step t’ < t such that a ~e~~~~t 
or an update message sent by i-t 1 in step t’ is received by i in some step before step 
t. If no height or update message is received by i in any of the first t steps, we set 
Qi) to -1. For convenience, we let q_,(i) equal cc for all i. 
Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 generalize Lemmas 4.3, 4.5, 4.2, and 4.8, respectively. 
The proofs of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 follow the same lines as the proofs of Lemmas 4.3 
and 4.5, respectively. 
Lemma 5.1. Consider the executiu~ of szf uga~n.~t un ad~e~sa~~ 3. Asmne that 0 rS: 
q1 $UP all s&t. If i is in Z(t) and 2q,(i) > pt(i - 1) t qn,ci)(i+ l), then qt+i(i) is 
qr(i) - 1; othe~~~~~~e, qt+l(i) is qr(i). 
Proof. Consider any sd t. Since 0 _i qs, qs(0) is nonnegative, and hence w,JO) is 
at least p. Moreover, by definition, ps(n - 1) is 0. Since O<q,(n - 1) < p,Jn - 1 ), 
qs(n - 1) and u,~(Y~ - 1) are both 0. Since pJn - 2) is nonnegative, ws(n - 1) is at 
most p. Therefore, no token is sent from node n - 1 to node 0 in step t. It follows 
that for each i in [n], if node i sends a token to node i + 1, then qt+l(i) is qt(i) --- 1; 
otherwise, qt+i(i) is qt(i). 
We now show that node i sends a token to node i + I if and only if i is in T(t) and 
St(i) - pr(i - 1) is greater than qn,(i)(i + 1) - qt(i). It follows from the definitions of q1 
and pf that wt(i) equals qt(i) - pl(i - 1). If Et(i) equals -1, then it follows from the 
definition of xi(i) that the value of the variable z(i) (see Section 2) at the start of step 
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t is co. Since the values of x(i), y(i), and qI(i) are all finite, we obtain that if rtt(i) is 
-1 then at the start of step t, z(i) +x(i) - y(i) = 00 = q,Ci)(i + 1) - qr(i). We now 
consider the case when nn,(i) does not equal -1. By the definition of x1(i), the value 
of z(i) at the start of step t is finite. Moreover, by the definitions of the variables x(i), 
y(i), and z(i) of Section 2 and the fact that no token is sent from node n - 1 to node 
n in any step s < t, we obtain that the value of the expression z(i) + x(i) - y(i) at the 
start of step t equals 
q0(i + 1) - 40(i) + 40(4 - qdi) - (40(i + 1) - 4,di + 1)) 
= qrr,(i)(i + 1) - sdi>. 
Therefore, in any step t, if node i is scheduled by the adversary, then node i sends 
a token to i + 1 if and only if qr(i) - pt(i - 1) is greater than qtr,(i)(i + 1) - qr(i). The 
desired claim follows. 0 
Lemma 5.2. Given any adversary, 0 3 qI and 0 5 pt hold all in N. 
Proof. 
By induction hypothesis, 0 
0 > pt(i - l)+q,,(i,(i+ 
- 1; 
- l), + 1) 
3 pt+l, 0 
0 
Lemmas 
Lemma 5.3. Given any adversary X, if i is in X(t) and 2q,(i) > pt(i - 1) + 
qx,(i)(i+ l), then qr+l(i) is ql(i) - 1; otherwise, q/+1(i) is qt(i). 
Given a fixed initial distribution of tokens and two different adversaries, we now 
relate the prefix sum vectors obtained after t steps of &’ against the two adversaries. 
Lemma 5.4 states that both the upper and lower prefix sum vectors associated with the 
weaker adversary are lower bounds (with respect to 3) on the upper and lower prefix 
sum vectors associated with the stronger adversary. 
Lemma 5.4. Let XI and Xl be two adversaries such that XI is weaker than X2. 
Given an initial token distribution, let pj (resp., qi) denote the upper (resp., lower) 
prejix sum vector at the start of step t of S? against adversary XI, and let p: (resp., 
q:) denote the upper (resp., lower) prefix sum vector at the start of step t of ~4 
against adversary X2. For each step t, we have q: 3 q: and pi 3 p:. 
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Proof. Let ml(i) and fit(i) denote the value of rrzt(i) under adversaries %i and 32, 
respectively. We prove by induction on t that (i) qi 3 qf, (ii) of i p:, and (iii) for 
all 4 q&,&i + 1) < qilci,(i + 1). Th e induction base is trivial since qh = qt, ph = p& 
and a,(i) = fit(i) = -1 for all i. For the induction hypothesis we assume that (i)-(iii) 
hold for all steps less than or equal to t. 
We first show that q:+, 3 q:+, . Consider any i in [n]. If q:(i) < q:(i), then it trivially 
follows from Lemma 5.3 that q:+,(i)dqf+,(i). Otherwise, q)(i) = q:(i). In this case, 
by Lemma 5.3, if q;+,(i) = q:(i) - 1, then 2q:(i) > pf(i - 1) + qi(i+ l), where s 
equals fit(i). Let s’ equal at(i). By the induction hypothesis, q,t,(i + 1) <qz(i + 1) and 
p:(i- l)<p;(i- 1). Since q:(i) = q;(i), we thus obtain 2q:(i) > pf(i- l)+qi,(i+ l), 
which together with Lemma 5.3 implies that q:+,(i) = q:(i) - 1. Thus, we have q:+, 5 
2 
4t+1. 
We next show that p:+, 5 P:+~. In order to prove that pi+,(i) < p:+l (i), we need 
only consider the case in which (i, i + 1) is in %‘i (t), as otherwise the desired claim 
follows directly from the induction hypothesis. Accordingly, assume that (i, i + 1) is in 
Xl(t). Let u:(i) and u:(i) denote the values of ut(i) associated with adversaries Xl 
and X2, respectively. If u:(i) is positive, then p:+,(i) = p:(i)- 1 <p!(i)- 1 <pf+l(i). 
Otherwise, we have p:+,(i) = pi(i) = q:(i), and p:+,(i)>pf(i) - u:(i) = q:(i). 
Therefore, p:+, (i) is at most pf+, (i). 
We now complete the induction step by showing that for all i, qA,+,Cij(i + 1) < 
qi,+,,i)(i + 1). If (i + 1,4 is not in %2(t), then a,+l(i)aa,(i) and /$+1(i) = fit(i), 
and hence the desired claim follows from the induction hypothesis and the trivial in- 
ference from Lemma 5.3 that 4:. is nonincreasing as j increases. We now consider the 
case in which (i + 1,i) is in E,(t). If a,+,(i) # cc,(i), then the desired claim holds 
since 4:,, , (i) (i+ 1) = q&)(i+ 1) - 1, while q$,,,Cij(i+ l)>q&i,(i+ l)- 1. Otherwise, 
we consider two subcases: t~~+i(i)>~~+i(i) and a,+l(i) < /$+i(i). In the first subcase, 
since qj is nonincreasing as j increases, qi,+,Cij(i + 1) < qh,+,Cij(i + 1). For the second 
subcase, we note that since cc,+,(i) = at(i), no update message is received by i in 
step t under adversary Xi, which implies that no update message was sent by node 
i + 1 to node i in the interval [at+,(i) + 1, t - 1 ] of steps under adversary 9”i. Since 
every token transmission from node i + 1 to node i + 2 is accompanied by an update 
message from node i + 1 to node i, we obtain that for every t’ in [a,+,(i) + 1, t - 11, 
q$(i + 1) = qi,+,Cij(i + 1). In particular, qL,,,(ij(i + 1) = qh,+,(iJ(i + 1). Thus, in either 
of the two subcases, qi,+,Cij(i+ l)<q$,+,Ci,(i+ 1). Th e d esired claim now follows from 
the induction hypothesis. 0 
Corollary 5.4.1. Let X1 and X2 be two adversaries such that 3’1 is weuker thun 
Xl. For uny initial token distribution b, the number of rounds taken by .s$’ to 
bulunce b against Xl is at most the number of rounds taken by ,d to balance h 
ugainst 32. 
We are now ready to establish the main result for asynchronous rings. 
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Theorem 2. The number of rounds taken by .d to balance any initial token distri- 
bution b is at most 4D(b) f 2n - 2. The number of token transmissions i at most 
T(b) and the number of message transmissions i at most 2T(b) + n. 
Proof. Given any adversary Xi, we construct a stronger adversary 9”~ that schedules 
each component exactly once in each round, as follows: component x is in 32(t) if 
and only if c1 is in .T,(t) and t is the first step in the current round such that tl is 
in Xl(t). We next construct an adversary 3s that is stronger than 32 such that each 
round of Xs consists of scheduling the components in the following order: first all 
edges of the form (i, i - 1) in any order, then all the nodes in any order, and finally 
all edges of the form (i, i + 1) in any order. 
By the definition of Ez, the number of rounds taken by d against 9-1 is at most 
that taken by d against 9”~. By the definition of 373, the number of rounds taken by 
d against X3 equals the number taken by d in the synchronous model, which is at 
most 2D(b) + n by Theorem 1. Moreover, it is easy to see that 97s can be constructed 
such that for any t, the number of rounds completed at the start of step t of X3 is 
at least half the number completed at the start of step t of 372. It thus follows from 
Corollary 5.4.1 that for J&‘, the number of rounds taken against Si is at most twice 
the number taken against 3s. Thus, the number of rounds taken by & to balance any 
initial token distribution b is at most 40(b) + 2n. 
The bounds on the number of token and message transmissions follow as in the 
synchronous case. 0 
6. Termination detection 
Thus far, we have not given any mechanism for detecting termination. Fortunately, 
it is easy to modify our algorithm to efficiently detect termination. For instance, the 
following simple scheme results in only a constant factor blowup in the established 
time bounds. We create a dummy object, henceforth referred to as the marker, that 
is initially located at an arbitrary node. If a node i has the marker and if w(i) = 
z(i) + x(i) - y(i), then i sends the marker to i + 1. Let the height of the marker at 
any instant be defined as follows: (i) if the marker is at a node i, then its height is 
the number of tokens at i, and (ii) if the marker is in transit along an edge (i, i + l), 
then the height of the marker is the number of tokens at i at the start of the last step 
when the marker was sent along edge (i, i + 1) by node i. 
We detect termination on the basis of the following claim: the ring reaches a balanced 
state if and only if the marker is passed around the n nodes of the ring without a change 
in its height. We now give a sketch of the proof of the preceding claim. 
We first show that if the height of the marker remains the same, say h, through n 
transfers, then the ring is balanced. Lemma 5.2 implies the existence of a node that has 
at least p tokens throughout the execution of the algorithm. It thus follows that h is at 
least p. We now show that h is at most ,u. Consider the time interval during which the 
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n transfers of the marker take place. During this time interval, whenever the marker 
is at a node i, no token is sent or received by i. Moreover, since communication 
within each edge is FIFO, no token “overtakes” the marker while the marker is in 
transit. Hence, each token in the ring contributes at most once to the height of the 
marker during the time interval. Since the height of the marker is h throughout the 
time interval, the total number of tokens in the ring is at least hn, implying that h is 
at most ,u. Therefore, the ring is balanced. 
The proof of the other direction is easy. Once the ring is balanced, each node has 
p tokens and the marker is passed around the ring without a change in its height. 
Moreover, this event occurs at most IZ steps (or rounds) after the ring is balanced and 
can be detected easily. Hence, the number of steps (resp., rounds) it takes for the 
algorithm to terminate is O(n) more than the bound established in Theorem 1 (resp., 
Theorem 2). 
7. Concluding remarks 
In Sections 4 and 5, we obtained bounds on the time taken for d to converge to 
a balanced state. One unfortunate characteristic of the bounds is the additive linear 
term in the time complexity of d (see Theorems 1 and 2). We claim that such 
an additive linear term is unavoidable for any distributed algorithm. To observe this, 
consider two initial token distributions b and c that are defined as follows. In both 
distributions, node 0 has two tokens and every other node except node jn/2] has one 
token. In distribution b, Ln/2J has zero tokens, while in c, Ln/2] has one token. The 
optimal centralized algorithm for either distribution takes at most one step. However, 
any distributed algorithm takes at least linear time to terminate for at least one of the 
two distributions, since it takes linear time to distinguish between the two distributions. 
Throughout the paper we have assumed that the average number of tokens per node, 
p, is an integer. A natural question is whether our analysis can be extended to handle 
the case of nonintegral p. Intuitively, one might expect that the running time of ,d on 
a token distribution with nonintegral ,u could be upper-bounded by the running time 
of .d on suitably chosen token distributions for which the average number of tokens 
is equal to [cl] or [PI. We remark that this intuition can shown to hold for both the 
synchronous and asynchronous models of computation. In fact, it is possible to prove 
precisely the same bounds as in Theorems 1 and 2 for the case of nonintegral ~1. We 
have chosen to omit the proofs, however, as they are somewhat tedious and provide 
no fundamental new insights into the nature of the load balancing problem. 
Our model assumes that at most one token can be transmitted along any edge in 
any step. Our results can be easily generalized to models which allow more than one 
token, say c tokens, to be transmitted along an edge simultaneously. We can show that 
a suitable modification of ~2 balances the ring to within O(c) tokens in time which is 
optimal up to an additive O(n) term. 
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